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The band's fourteenth maxi-single, ',' was released on December 10, 2008 The title song was used as the ending theme song for
the second season of the anime and was released in two versions.. The band's vocalist, Shou Alice Nine - Blue Flame
傘は差さずにいる Kasa wa sasazu ni iru Standing without putting up an umbrella 雨音達 踊る ワルツを Ama oto tachi odoru warutsu wo The
rain sounds dance a waltz 肩で 感じていたくて 今 瞳を閉じた Kata de kanji takute ima hitomi wo.. The process of the song's creation also
came about more naturally than usual, as many songs until then were made through trial and error.. The tour's finale, 'Graced the
Beautiful Day,' occurred on August 23, 2009 at the Tokyo International Forum Hall.. Footage from the finale, as well as live
studio performance footage, is set to be released on the live DVD, 'Untitled Vandal(ism) #Finale 'Graced the Beautiful Day,' on
November 11, 2009.

The first half of the tour ran from February to April, while its second half ran throughout the month of July.. Retrieved
2011-10-23 Retrieved 2011-10-23 Retrieved 2011-03-14 Retrieved 2011-03-14.. Following Ginga no wo to, the band released
another EP entitled Light and Darkness.. The Japanese transcription could also not be read as the band's proper name without
the use of or other means of alternative text.. '2010–2012: Gemini and 9 [ ] The band began its activities in 2010 with the
announcement of a compilation album, Alice Nine Complete Collection 2006-2009, which contains the title songs from each of
the band's maxi-singles released since 2006.
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A turning point for the band came when the single ' was released in March 2007 The single allowed the band to land their first
magazine cover and feature article with volume 171 of.. From the original on 28 May 2010 Retrieved 2010-05-28 Dear
Numbers Retrieved 2011-10-23.. From the original on 17 June 2008 Retrieved 2008-05-16 From the original on 14 October
2008.. 2008 standing tour 'A to U' However, complications arose when guitarist Tora was diagnosed with a, which had worsened
over time to the point of numbness throughout the left side of his body.. Retrieved 2007-12-13 From the original on 10 October
2007 Retrieved 2007-09-02.
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Retrieved 2008-10-20 Official movie site Retrieved 2008-01-14 Retrieved 2011-10-23.. The live structure of the broadcast also
allows users to comment on the program and give real-time feedback on questions directed towards the audience.. Finally
seeking medical help, the tour had to be postponed until Tora recovered enough for the band to resume activities in Tokyo.. In
2009, the band would also begin broadcasting programs on their own channel, 'Alice 9 Channel,' on the popular Japanese video
sharing website.. The tour ended with a concert on January 6, 2011 at the The final performance was aired on January 31 on,
and a DVD containing footage of the concert is to be released on May 2, 2011.

' 'Piece of 5ive Elements 'The Book' ~Alice Nine 5th~' is a book containing interviews, reports on the band's concert activities
during 2009, photography, and more, and was released on August 24, 2009.. The bass guitars and outfit that Saga used during
the tour were displayed at in Tokyo, Japan until January 23.. Blue Flame lyrics by Alice Nine: Kasa wa sasazu ni iru / Amaoto-
tachi odoru warutsu wo / Kata de kanjite itakute ima hitomi wa tojita.. They released their first album in April 2006 2007:
Alpha and mainstream success [ ].. On June 2, 2009, a blog entry by vocalist Shou announced the changing of their name from
'アリス九號.. From the original on 11 June 2009 Retrieved 2009-06-04 Archived from on 6 June 2009.. Saga, the bassist for the
band Delta Ark, and Nao, drummer for the bands Fatima and RusH, were also seeking bandmates as well, and the four members
eventually joined together. e10c415e6f 
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